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The ‘Glenleith’ property at Plenty in the Derwent 
Valley in Tasmania, holds fond and special memories for 
many families, none more than for the Balmforths. The 
recollections included in this book are personal memories 
from my time on the farm and from a variety of people, 
including my brothers, sisters and family friends who 
have provided photographs and details of family activities, 
as well as records from newspapers of the day and archive 
publications.

I was born in 1951 and lived on the property until 
our family left in 1969, so my memories are relatively 
short compared with others who have much longer and 
more vivid recollections.

The information is in no way complete, as there are 
thousands of stories that I am sure could be told of the 
comings and goings at ‘Glenleith’, however I hope that 
the brief information that we have compiled, records what 
we believe was a significant part of our Family History 
and that of the other families who lived at ‘Glenleith’.

I would like to thank all those who have supported 
me with this project, especially my brothers Barry and 
Bob. This book has been talked about for many years, and 
I trust that this will herald the recording of many more 
family memoirs.

Special mention must be made of the late Darrell 
Shaw. He was a great supporter of this project and he 
provided valuable photographs and information on dates 
and names; it is safe to say that without his encouragement, 
this book may not have eventuated. Darrell and Bob 
Balmforth provided detailed map layouts of the farm 
with the locations of the houses that were in existence, 
the names of the various hop fields, and the huts that 
were dotted around the property. 

I have used ‘Glenleith’ as the focal point, with stories 
and anecdotes highlighting family and family activities 
linked to the property. The stories are not chronological, 
as I found it was almost impossible to put the stories into 
some sort of sequence without losing the flow of what I 
have tried to record.

Whilst every endeavour has been made to accurately 
record ‘Glenleith’’ memories, I am sure that there will 
be errors with captions and information, and for this, I 
apologise. People have different recollections – so please 
take the time to contact me and ‘set the record straight’.

Thank you to the many people who have provided 
information and support – my brothers Bob, Barry, Greg 
and Brett, my sisters Maree Davis and Cheryl Andrews, 
Bob Prentice, Joan Excell, Brenda Triffitt, Geoff and May 
McMahon, Marleen Watson, Suzanne Kelly, Damien 
Bester, Peggy Triffitt, Joan Mitchell, Essie Ransley, Marie 
Woodhouse, Les Harwood, Barbara Kelly, Paul McMaster, 
Peter Cooper, Carlene Rainbird, Brian Balmforth, Joan 
Woolford, Stephen Rainbird, Kathy Tilyard and the New 
Norfolk Historical Information Centre, with apologies to 
anyone I have missed. Thanks also to those who provided 
images for use in this book. 

Special thanks to my wife Leanda, for her unwavering 
support during this project and for diligently proof reading 
and making much appreciated grammatical corrections. 

And finally, this book is dedicated to the memory of 
my parents, Joyce and Percy Balmforth

Steve Balmforth
December 2012
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From the Start 1

The property situated approximately 7 miles upstream 
from the township of New Norfolk in the Derwent Valley, 
was originally established with a land grant of 1000 acres 
to David Jamieson, who arrived from Leith in Scotland 
in 1820. He called the property ‘Glenleith’, presumably 
as an acknowledgement to his former home in Scotland. 
Jamieson received additional land grants in 1823 and 1828, 
and by this time, had cleared 130 acres and erected a brick 
house valued at £200. He had also erected a barn, stable 
granary and dairy. Not many records survive from those 
early days of setting the farm up, however it is assumed 
that convict labour supported its establishment.

In 1870, some 40 years later, the owner was listed as 
W.A.B. Jamieson, the son of the original owner, David 
Jamieson and his wife Margaret. At that time, 10 acres 
of hops were under cultivation, having been planted two 
years previous. The ground was irrigated from a dam in 
the Plenty River.

The following is an extract from The Mercury (Hobart, 
Tas.: 1860 - 1954), Saturday 18 February 1871, page 3

“GLEN LEITH”
The owner of this property, W. A. B. Jamieson, Esq., has 

effected numerous improvements on the estate during the past 
year, prominent among which is the erection of a large substantial 
and well-built weather-board hop kiln. Previous to the present 
year, Mr. Jamieson, not having a kiln of his own, had been 
obliged to send his hops for drying to the Lachlan Cot, a very 
inconvenient and expensive mode of procedure. This, however, 
will now be unnecessary as the kiln, although not yet completed, 
will be ready for use by the end of next week. The kiln itself is 
20ft. x 18, and the dimensions of the building are about 70ft. 
x 30ft. The crop of hops, ten acres in extent, this year is looking 
well, some of the early grapes being almost ready for picking.

Walter Angus Bethune Jamieson was a well respected 
member of the district; as well as a property owner, he 
was the Warden and Coroner of New Norfolk. He met 
an untimely death at the age of 53 years on the 29th 
December 1881, when he drowned whilst crossing 
the Derwent River on his return to ‘Glenleith’ after 
conducting an inquest on a child at Macquarie Plains. 
The press reports of the day recounted in glowing terms 
the contributions Mr. W.A.B. Jamieson had provided to 
the district and of the high regard in which he was held 
by all who knew him.

After his death, ‘Glenleith’ was put to auction on the 
instructions of the Executors of the estate on the 30th 
May 1882. The auction date had been rescheduled from 
May 18th due to inclement weather preventing the 
property survey being completed in time. The property 
was listed as consisting of 1,639 acres of land, with a large 
area under cultivation, including a first class hop ground 
of 10 acres and a large orchard stocked with choice young 
trees, now in full bearing. The grazing land is of the very 
best description and there is scarcely any limit to the 
quantity that can be irrigated. The homestead was listed 
as a comfortable stone dwelling of 7 rooms, with stabling, 
coach house, labourers’ cottages, and a smithy, as well as a 
hop kiln and other buildings.

The sale would have been a major event for the district, 
with the farm, including all the stock, farm implements 
and household furniture, going under the auctioneer’s 
hammer. An impressive list of goods to be auctioned 
included; 65 ewes, and lambs, 3 good working bullocks, 
3 milking cows, 3 steers fit for the yoke, cattle, horses, 
pigs, straw, barley, oats, hay, 3 ton of potatoes, ploughs, 
harnesses, carts, drays, blacksmith tools, guns, rifles and 

Chapter one
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sundries. From the hop kiln, all the bins, bags, bales and 
poles were on offer, as well as a ‘very superior buggy and 
horse the property of Mrs Jamieson’.

The property was recorded in the Mercury to have 
been sold to Mr. W.R.M. Bethune, for a sum of £5 an 
acre, or a total sum of £9,610. Not much is known of 
the era when Bethune owned the property; however it 
is assumed that in the 10 years it was in his control, the 
property continued to prosper.

By 1890 the property had passed from the Bethune 
family to M. Weston of ‘Roseneath’, and shortly after that 
to William Morgan, who erected a new stone kiln. The 
next owner, in around 1903, was C. Fysh, as reported in 
The Mercury (Hobart, Tas.: 1860 - 1954), Wednesday 4 
March 1903, page 6:

Among the other improvements is the new kiln. This is of 

stone erected by Mr. Morgan, the late occupier of the estate for 
Mr. Fysh. It is a lofty and commodious building and contiguous 
to the old one which can be utilised if necessary. The cooling 
floors are spacious, and well ventilated. In fact it is an up-to-date 

structure.
The present kilns on the property are much larger 

than the first weatherboard kiln so presumably the old 
weatherboard kiln was burnt down or removed at some 
stage. The stone kiln, which was erected in 1903, is also 
no longer evident. The present structure was most likely 
built some years later. Fysh took on two other partners in 
1915 and the property is then listed in the assessment rolls 
as being occupied and owned by Burgess, Jones and Fysh. 
Improvements were made at this time as the rateable 
value increased from £800 in 1915 to £1300 in 1920, 
according to the New Norfolk Assessment rolls. The kiln 
also appears to have had a more recent drying floor added 
to the southern end. 

According to The Mercury, Monday 7 July 1969, p.6: 
‘From the mid-1920s the Tasmanian Hop and Fruit Growers’ 
Association Pty. Limited owned and managed the property 
until 1969 when it was sold to Mr. D. Palfreyman. There 
were 56 acres of hops at the time. In its ‘heyday’ the property 
apparently employed over 30 permanent employees. This number 
was decreased over the years to 15 who occupied 14 houses on 
the property.’ (Today only 5 houses remain, along with pickers’ 
accommodation).

The Tasmanian Hop and Fruit Growers’ Association 
Pty. Limited was an offshoot of the heavyweight Tasmanian 
industrialist Henry Jones and his IXL juggernaut.

The involvement of the largest purchaser of hops 
and fruit in Tasmania, as the owner of the property, 
ensured guaranteed outlets of all production from the 

Hop ground at ‘Glenleith’ when owned by C.W.Fysh in 1903. National Library Archive photo

‘Glenleith’ hop kiln 1939 - Mercury Photo
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farm, however there were no discounts or favours for the 
essential item required, the farm labour.

Doug Palfreyman, including son Stewart, operated 
the farm until 1979. Stewart was a talented footballer 
who played with Geelong in the VFL and New Norfolk, 
as well as representing Tasmania at the Perth carnival in 
1972.

In 1979 ‘Glenleith’ ownership passed to local Upper 
Derwent Valley identity Don Hume and his family. Don 
was also a very talented footballer in his younger days and 
played with New Norfolk. His daughter Gill and son-in-
law Peter Cooper are current managers of the property. 

Peter and Gill, as at 2012, have diversified the property 
a number of times over the years, with the growing of 
vegetable seed as an example. 

The workers on the property were provided with 
housing, which gave security to the families; however it 
was also used as a rope and anchor to tie the workers 
to the farm. Housing provided in those early days was 
very basic, however over the years the long serving and 
loyal farm workers were able to upgrade the houses, with 
rooms being added, kitchens and bathrooms extended.

Rents were deducted from the weekly wages, as was 
a nominal fee for meat that was supplied by the farm. 
Firewood was accessible on the property and machinery, 
tractors and trailers were made available on weekends to 
assist the farm workers in wood gathering. In the early 
days there was a communal wood heap that was used to 
ensure wood was available to itinerant workers, especially 
during the hop picking season.

The farm had its own village feel, with the mail being 
delivered to the main house where it was sorted and 
available from the office under the skillion roofed area. 
Meat and milk would be available from the butchers or 
slaughter house with a docket showing what cut of meat 
was to be provided. Sheep forequarter was the usual fare 
with a leg of lamb being a special treat.

Meat was provided twice a week and Darrell Shaw 
recalled that the cost for lamb loin chops and forequarter 
was 8 pence a pound, and a leg of lamb was 10 pence a 
pound; a big difference to today’s prices.

Wages paid to farm workers were low, at what was 
known as the ‘basic wage’. The wage my father Percy was 
receiving in 1969 was $44 per week for a married man 
with 5 dependants; in comparison, when I started work 
at Australia Newsprint Mills Limited (A.N.M) at Boyer 
in 1968, my wage was $26 per week. According to my 
brother Barry, when he was 17 years old in 1962, our Dad 
Percy was earning £15/8/s per week - that would have 
been around $31 per week.

There were a number of families who stayed for many 
years, and when additional labour was required, the job 
advertisements usually asked for orchard, hop, sheep and 
farm labouring experience.

A number of families were recruited from the Huon 
Valley, as this area had similar farm configurations. Max 
Johnson, his wife Peggy and their two daughters Maxine 
and Carlene, Hedley and Zelda Banks and family, as well 
as Don Fletcher-Jones and his large family, are a few that 
I can recall.

A few names of the men and their families that were 
employed and lived at ‘Glenleith’; Albert Byrne, Geoff 
Shaw, Don McMahon, Jim Glann, Cliff Vaughan, Percy 
Balmforth, Cecil Harwood, Eric Woolford, Les Shaw, 
Jack Harwood, Reg Woolford, Ossie Farrow, Darrell 
Shaw, Rube Ransley, Don Fletcher-Jones, Eric Talbot, 
Bill McMahon, Barney (John Thomas) Balmforth, Dick 
Burgess, Chris Salt, Adrian Elliott, Colin Lisson, Arch 
Eagling, Ivan Young, Bill Woods, Rex Glover, Hedley 
Banks, Murray Hall, Veain Coulson, John Parry, Bill 
Woolley, Max Woolford, Fred Haigh, Johnny James, Tom 
Rainbird, Murray Howard, Jack Greenhall, Jack Kelly, 
Syd Morgan, Cyril Morgan, Joseph Balmforth Snr. and 
Jnr., Ted Balmforth, Max Johnson, Malcolm Barwick, 
Vince Shaw, Tubby Mitchell, Barry Braslin, Les Quarrell, 
Les Arnold, Jack Bridges, Cliff Vaughan, Albert Quarrell, 
Nobby Clark, Sam Lovell, Ken and Peter Cox, Bob and 
Barry Balmforth, Merv Bester, Noel Woolford.

There was a ‘pecking order’ in the farm hierarchy with 
the owner’s representative Dick Burgess being at the top, 
then the Farm Managers Cliff Vaughan and Les Arnold 
being the most senior and respected positions. 

Book keepers and Mechanics, such as Chris Salt, 
Adrian Elliott, Colin Lisson, Arch Eagling and Ivan Young, 
were sought after roles, and these positions were usually 
filled by ‘outside’ workers brought in for a specific role.

Hop Ground Foremen were specialised important 
positions, and were filled by people such as Albert Byrnes 
and Jim Glann.

Orchard Foremen were Geoff Shaw, Bill Woolley, 
Ted Balmforth, and Fred Haigh; these were also seen as 
important positions.

Head Hop Dryer positions were critical positions as 
this is where the profits from the hop harvest could be 
made or lost if the drying process was not carried out 
correctly. This position had the total responsibility of the 
kiln workforce which could number up to 20 people on 

Farm workers on the hop kiln steps from left, Fred Kringle, Tom 
Rainbird, Eric Woolford, unknown, Percy Balmforth, Ossie 
Farrow. Standing from left, Ron McGuire, Ted Balmforth, Jack 
Glann, Lin Fenton, Ernie or Errol Unknown c.1935.
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a 24 hour shift basis, as well as the drying and pressing 
process. It required the Head Dryer to live in the kiln 
during the season, with usually a Saturday or Sunday 
evening at home with his family.

During my time on the farm, I can only recall Les 
Shaw and my father Percy Balmforth undertaking these 
roles, however there would have certainly been others 
who undertook this position. There were a few 2nd and 
3rd Dryer understudies with these roles being used to 
ensure that there was enough experience on hand to 
assist with the efficient running of the kiln. Ralph Fenton 
and his son Lin also held Hop Drier positions in the early 
1940s.

Other roles that required specialist skills were that 
of the Shepherd/Slaughterman/Butcher. Eric Woolford 
carried out these roles with assistance from Ossie Farrow 
and Darrell Shaw.

Before the days of tractors, the role of Horseman 
was another important position, and the likes of Don 
McMahon, Rube Ransley, Norm Abel, Bill McMahon, 
Bill Woods, Syd Morgan, Nobby Clark, Sam Lovell, 
Jack Greenhall and Tubby Mitchell all performed these 
duties.

Jack Bridges, Albert Quarrell, Veain Coulson and 
Geoff Shaw all had Milkman duties as well.

General farm hands, blacksmiths, carpenters, bushmen 
and tractor drivers were other occupations allocated to 
employees.

The farm layout consisted of nine hop grounds which 
were named; Thompsons, Middle Paddock, and Station 
Paddock - all adjacent to the railway line on the main 
Plenty Road, then onto the property from the Plenty 
Road, there was Eleven acres, Four acres, Six acres, Ten 
acres, Salmon Ponds, and Back Paddock.

Different varieties of hops were grown in the various 
paddocks with Goldings being grown in Thompsons, 
Eleven acres, Six acres and Ten acres. White vines were 
grown in the Middle and Station paddocks with Clusters 
in the Four acres and Six acres. Salmon Ponds and the 
Back Paddock grew the Late varieties of hops.

There were six defined orchards on the property, each 
growing specific fruits. Kiln Orchard and Black Snake 
Lane No. 1 grew apples, Grasshopper Orchard grew 
quinces, Black Snake Lane No. 2 grew plums, Morgan’s 
Corner grew sugar prunes and the Back Orchard 
specialised in William Von Creeche, Bartlett and winter 
varieties of pears.

The fruit orchards generated a major part of the farms 
economy up until the demise of the apple market in the 
early 1960s. The Orchard Foreman’s job was well sought 
after and the work with pruning through to picking 
and then packing for export, involved a large number of 
workers.

The apple boxes were made in the shed and fruit was 
graded according to size and quality before being wrapped 
and packed. We have been trying to locate an apple box 
label that showed the variety of apples and reference to 
‘Glenleith’. Those who can remember the era, all recall 
the labels; however we were unable to locate a copy for 
inclusion in this book.

‘Glenleith’ Hop Kiln 1988

New huts on “The Hill”

Chinaman’s Hut

Parremore’s Huts
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Geoff Shaw took over responsibility for the orchards 
after Teddy Balmforth moved to Risdon Vale.

There were over 20 huts on the property; some 
had multiple rooms, others single rooms. The huts were 
scattered throughout the farm and all had names to assist 
with hop picking season accommodation allocations. 
Some of the hut names: Parremores, The Middle Hut, 
New Huts, Balmforth Row, The Stable Row, The Barnies 
Hut, Fred Kringles, Walnut Row No. 1 and No. 2, Rosetta 
No. 1 and No. 2, Old Hop Kiln Shearing Shed, Avery’s 
Hut, River Hut, Chinaman’s Hut, Gleeson’s Hut, Dirty 
Dozen Row, Mapley’s Hut, Blacksnake Lane No. 1 and 
No. 2, and Grasshopper Row No. 1 and No. 2.

These huts were very basic, however they served 
the purpose of temporary accommodation during the 
hop picking season. Some were used as permanent 
accommodation over the years for workers who retired 
from the farm. Grandfather Joe Balmforth lived on the 
farm after retiring and his wife Mary had passed away, 
until he moved to St. John’s Park Nursing Home at New 
Town.

 There was an unwritten ‘hierarchy’ in the levels of 
accommodation, as to whom was allocated which hut 
during the hop picking season, and it depended on the 
number of years service, number of children, and most 
probably, ‘social standing’. Most first timers had what was 
left, and those in early usually received ‘first pick’. As a 
youngster I didn’t understand what was involved with the 
behind the scenes logistics that must have been required 
in sorting out who went where and when they were 
expected to arrive for the annual hop picking season.Aerial view of the property, 1998

Farmyard huts
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Provisions such as wood had to be organised well in 
advance and delivered to all the huts as well as ensuring 
enough water access was available. Equally important was 
the provision of ‘dunnies’ as there were no septic tanks in 
those early days.

The men on the farm would also take large hessian 
bags, similar to wool bales, filled with straw to the pickers’ 
huts to be used as mattresses for the beds.

In the area known as ‘The Farmyard’, there was a row 
of very basic huts that were usually occupied by regulars 
and the younger crowd was positioned near and above 
the stables at the end of the row. There were many parties 
held in these huts, usually on a Saturday night, as once 
you were at ‘Glenleith’ for the hop picking, apart from a 
possible trip to New Norfolk on a Friday evening, you 
stayed on the farm.

As there was no formally arranged hop picking on 

Farmyard showing brick stables

Sundays, this day was used as a day for washing and 
cleaning, and perhaps getting over Saturday night.

The Salvation Army and travelling picture show folk 
would show lantern slides on a Saturday evening on the 
wall of the Hop Kiln before the Plenty Hall was built, 
and during hop picking season, dances would be held to 
entertain the pickers.

Houses on the Farm 

The farm workers’ houses were scattered around the 
property with five houses on the main Plenty Road, three 
on the left hand side up towards the Plenty Hall and two 
on the opposite side near the Middle Paddock area. The 
third house (closest to the Plenty Hall), is the original old 
homestead known as Park Cottage.

There was also a house near the Derwent River and 
train line in the Station Paddock area; however this was 
washed away in the 1960 floods and was never rebuilt. It 
is in this area that there is a pump that draws water to the 
property from the Derwent River.

Leading into the property from the Plenty Road there 
were two more houses near the old sand quarry, almost 
opposite the entrance to the Farmyard.

Further along the main entrance road, the main house 
is still situated near the current hop kiln, and from there, 
further to the right, is the area known as ‘The Hill’.

‘The Farmyard’ was on the left hand side of the 
property’s entrance road from the Plenty Road and in 
this area, as well as huts, there were stables, an implement 
shed, a blacksmith’s shop, and a farm house. The house 
was home to the McMahon, (Bill and Don), Rainbird 
and Fisher families. 

‘The Farmyard’, c.1940 with huts, blacksmith shop
and house
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It was from ‘The Farmyard’ that daily duties were 
allocated to the workers by the Foreman in charge.

On ‘The Hill’ - Mr. Burgess’ house still stands in the 
prominent position overlooking the Derwent River, St. 
John the Evangelist Anglican Church and the Plenty 
Road.

All the other houses have disappeared, apart from the 
first house on the road to ‘The Hill’ on the left hand side. 
This house was home to the Youngs, Lissons, Salts and 
Elliotts, as I recall. 

There were four other houses as well as two rows of 
huts on ‘The Hill’.

Continuing up from the first house on the left hand 
side of ‘The Hill’, there was the house that we lived in 
when I was born in 1951. When Mum and Dad were 
married (1944), they first lived in the house on ‘The Hill’ 
in the far northern corner.

In the centre of ‘The Hill’ was the house where 

First house on ‘The Hill’ where Elliott, Young, Lisson and
Salt families lived

Grandfather Joe lived, then Uncle Teddy, and this was also 
home to the Johnsons.

The other house was situated near Mr. Burgess’ home 
and this is where Tubby and Joan Mitchell lived after they 
moved from ‘out the back’. The house was near a large 
overhead water tank that supplied water under pressure 

to those houses on ‘The Hill’. Quarrells and Besters also 
lived in this house.

Below the kiln on the southern side was a house, and 
then along a lane to the west was another, where the 
Morgan and then the Banks families lived.

There were a further two houses out towards the 
back paddock near where the current tip site is located; 
however there are no signs of these residences in existence 
today.

The huts above, and at the end of the stables, were known to have held a few hop picking parties

House near ‘The Farmyard’ where
the Farrow and Shaw families lived
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The garage that once housed Reggie Woolford’s FX Holden

Machinery and implement storage shed in ‘The Farmyard’


